
CC Phonics Scheme:
Sounds to Letters - Letters to Sounds



Why Phonics?
Reading is a process that involves deciphering a printed code (the 

alphabetic code) - decoding to read.

Spelling is a process that involves using a code (the alphabetic 

code) to represent the words we say - encoding to spell.

These processes work together and complement one another.

The English alphabetic code is complex and needs to be taught in 

a progressive and systematic way.

Phonics is the vehicle we use to teach children to read and spell.



Key vocabulary
Grapheme: letters used to represent phonemes/sounds

Phoneme: the smallest unit of speech sounds, which make words.

Segment: Segmenting involves breaking up a word that you hear into its sounds. This helps with spelling 

because if you know what graphemes represent the sounds in the word, you can write it! For example, the 

word jam is segmented into the sounds j-a-m. 

Blending: Blending involves merging the sounds in a word together in order to pronounce it. This 

is important for reading. For example, j-a-m blended together reads the word jam. 

Decode: the ability to apply your knowledge of letter-sound relationships, including knowledge 

of letter patterns, to correctly pronounce written words.

Encode: the ability to apply your knowledge of letter-sound relationships, including knowledge of 

letter patterns, to correctly spell words you hear.

GPC: Grapheme-Phoneme- Correspondence

Digraph: Two letters that represent one sound e.g. /sh/

Trigraph: Three letters that represent one sound e.g. /igh/



What is Phonics?
Children learn phonics from Nursery through to Year Two and 
build on this knowledge as they progress through the school.

They are taught in a systematic way, through a phased 
approach, to learn the 44 sounds (phonemes) in the English 
language and how these are represented using letters 
(graphemes). 

There are six phases.



How is Phonics taught?

Children have a daily discrete phonics lesson.

Phase 1: this phase is all about hearing and distinguishing sounds 
and will take place throughout Nursery and into Reception. It 
involves activities that help children to hear sounds and learn how 
words are made up of specific sounds – phonemes.

Children will also sing a variety of nursery rhymes that encourage 
them to listen for sounds in the environment: 



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 2: in this phase, we begin to show children that each of the 
phonemes they hear in speech has a letter/s to represent it – 
grapheme. Children need to learn pure sounds.



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 2: we use the Letterland characters and songs to introduce the 
letters and help children with remembering them.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ov_f_CnClvI


How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 2: Sounds are taught in a systematic way so children can start 
to decode and blend sounds to read words, when they know only 6 
letter correspondences.

Phase 2: We also teach children that writing words involves 
segmenting the sounds they hear in speech and giving those sound 
a letter representation.

m  a  t



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 3: this phase is where we show children more of the phonemes 
they hear in speech and the letter/s that represent it – grapheme. 

As you can see in Phase 3, we teach children less common letters like: 
v, w, x... and the vowel digraphs. As they learn each GPC, they are 
taught to spot them and decode and blend them in words.



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 3: we continue to use their blending and segmenting skills to 
help them to read and spell more complex words.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqvqMtSNswo


How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 4: this phase is a consolidation phase. There are no new 
graphemes. 

Here we practice decoding and blending the sounds we know but 
with more complex structures: 

sprint



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 5: this phase is where we show children more ways the 
sounds they already know can be written – known as alternate 
graphemes. 



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 5: As you can see in Phase 5, children learn different ways that 
sounds (phonemes) can be represented (graphemes) in words e.g. 
/ai/ /ay/ /a_e/

rain

nail

play

pay

snake

race

a_e



How Is Phonics taught?
Phase 5: This phase continues with alternate pronunciations for 
letters (graphemes) e.g. /ch/ 



Our Big Cat reading book 
scheme is designed to 
support children to read 
words that are decodable 
and is aligned to the 
phases we teach in 
phonics. 

How Can I Help My Child At Home?
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How Can I Help My Child At Home?
Read to them as much as you can. This will 
develop their language comprehension. 
They will be exposed to a broader range of 
vocabulary in context. They will find a love 
for reading as in those early days in can be 
hard.

They will hear story language including 
rhyme and repetition.

They will read books that will help them to 
develop empathy.



How Can I Help My Child At Home?
•Play lots of sound and listening games with your child.

•Read as much as possible to, and with, your child.

•Encourage and praise – tell them ‘if in doubt, sound it out’.

•Encourage your child to be a phoneme spotter

•Read poetry and books with repetitive phrases - Julia 
Donaldson books are great for this.

•Write a comment in the reading record so we know how 
your child is progressing at home. 

Phonics Shed and Spelling Shed



Thank you for joining us. 

Any questions?



Year 1 Phonic Screening Check
•There will be a phonic screening check in June 2024

•All children in Year 1 are tested to read 40 words - 20 real 

words and 20 pseudo words.

•The purpose of this test is to ensure children are on track 

with their phonic knowledge and are decoding and blending to an 

age-related standard. (We use our own internal tracking system 

to assess children as they progress through the scheme.)

•There will be a meeting in the Spring Term to discuss this. 


